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Abstract. This paper presents the structure of a sensor for converting 
multiphase primary currents into a secondary voltage of reactive power 
networks with renewable energy sources, an algorithm for modeling 
processes in the sensor, which provides control over the primary current 
and a control device. The dynamic characteristics of the investigated sensor 
are given on the basis of the proposed analytical expressions. A graph 
model to study the conversion processes into secondary output voltages has 
been created. The sensor has been shown to be capable of generating a 
secondary signal at high speed. 

1 Introduction  

Much attention is paid in the world to the improvement of control and management 
elements, devices that determine strictly established operation modes of primary energy 
sources of power supply systems (SS), which provide fixed values and parameters in 
various energy conversion systems. For control and management of power supply systems 
using renewable energy sources (RES) in developed countries, the development of primary 
current sensors models for the values and parameters of electrical energy reactive power is 
considered relevant. Therefore, the development, research and implementation of the 
principles of their construction are important in this direction. In this regard, it is necessary 
to develop models, algorithms and software solutions for the elements and devices that 
ensure reliable operating modes of power supply systems, the amount and quality of 
generated electricity, as well as control and management of the reactive power sources 
primary currents. 

Dynamic characteristics of renewable energy sources power supply systems’ reactive 
power sources, multiphase current sensors of reactive power sources are one of their main 
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characteristics, reflecting various values and parameters of input primary currents, 
magnitudes of external influences, power load parameters and other influences [1-3]. 

The dynamic characteristics of the sensors are determined analytically. The graphical 
model describing the dynamic operation of the sensor gives an opportunity to study the 
entire set of physical processes occurring in it, as well as the sources of reactive power, 
taking into account the operating conditions of the electrical network [4-8]. 

The dynamic state of the sensor is determined on the basis of the sensor structural 
diagram, which connects the output signal with the dimensions and parameters of the input, 
the characteristics of the transverse, longitudinal and vertically distributed parameters of the 
switching part. Values and parameters of reactive power supply PS networks currents can 
radically change the dynamic characteristics with inconsistent and nonlinear changes in the 
characteristics of the number and phase of input quantities under the operating conditions of 
the sensors. 

2 Materials and methods 

The study of the sensor dynamic characteristics for converting primary currents into 
secondary voltages of reactive energy and power coming from networks of renewable 
energy sources is carried out on the basis of modeling processes in the sensor, a graph 
model and analytical descriptions of the dynamics [1-2]. 

General PS RES network structure and directions of primary currents IAγ, IВγ, IСγ, IA∆, 
IВ∆, IС∆ are the sources of reactive power in it and the principle of installing the sensor in 
PSS and are shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Connection diagram of sources and consumers PS for RES with the ability to assess energy 
efficiency using a cloud computing model, install and connect sensors for multiphase primary 
currents of reactive power. 

Here RES is a renewable energy source, CES is a centralized power supply system, DC 
→ AC – is a device that converts alternating current into alternating current; dc load - 
determines the load of dc devices; an alternating current alternating current alternating 
current converter; Contactors KM-1, КМ-n; МC- micro-processor control; AC is AC 
current load. 
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2.1 Signal conversion process 

Investigation of the dynamic characteristics of sensors for converting the primary current of 
reactive power sources PS into secondary voltage Ie defines the sensitive elements 
Magnetic element currents Фµ, generating Uoutput - the output voltages of the sensor with 
primary currents, cross-sectional area, number of turns of the sensor SCE, WSS is necessary 
to determine whether the geometric dimensions of the section depend lх.о from permissible 
ranges of variation and variable geometric dimensions of the magnetic circuit [1-5]. 

Forms of magnetic transformation sections - the magnetic cores of a multiphase primary 
current sensor - IAγ, IВγ, IСγ, IA∆, IВ∆, IС∆ - from reactive power source PS from RES are 
shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Magnetic part of the sensor, converting primary currents into secondary voltage 

When the primary currents PS of reactive power sources pass first through IАγ, then 
through IBγ, through ICγ, IА∆, IВ∆ or IС∆, the coil fields in a common magnetic circuit and 
parallel to the cores, magnetic currents are generated ФµАγ, ФµВγ, ФµСγ, ФµА∆, ФµВ∆ and 
ФµС∆, which also pass through the air gap between the cores. 

Magnetic PS currents ФµАγ, ФµВγ, ФµСγ, ФµА∆, ФµВ∆ and ФµС∆ of the reactive power 
supply with a secondary signal for monitoring and control of primary current, single-phase 
IАγ, biphasic IАγ, IВγ or star connection of reactive power sources IВγ, IСγ and three-phase IАγ, 
IВγ, IСγ and with triangular single-phase connection IА∆ with two-phase IА∆, IВ∆ or IВ∆, IС∆  
and three-phase IА∆, IВ∆, IС∆ currents, the sensitive element (at the outputs of conventional 
or flat measuring coils, balanced magnetic switches, etc.) generates signals in the form of 
voltage W - in the quantities corresponding to the reactive power sources’ currents. 

When monitoring and controlling primary currents generated by power supplies PS and 
transmitted through the transmission lines using modern electronic and microprocessor 
means at the rated current of the electrical device or 20 volts at the outputs of the sensitive 
elements at the nominal cross-sectional area of the conductor for a long time, voltage 
generation requires Uаγ, Uвγ, Uсγ, Uа∆, Uв∆, and Uс∆. IAγ, IВγ, IСγ, IA∆, IВ∆, IС∆ generation 
currents, Fµ - magnetic driving forces (m.u.c.), m.y.c., generated by ECT sources and 
flowing through power lines, Фµ is the magnetic currents cross the surfaces of sensing 
elements located on a suitable base in the magnetic conversion section and based on 
interacting magnetic currents, IAγ, IВγ, IСγ, IA∆, IВ∆, IС∆ - are the primary currents, Uаγ, Uвγ, 
Uсγ, Uа∆, Uв∆, and Uс∆ - are the secondary voltage output signals. 

2.2 Research model 

Fig. 3 shows a graph model corresponding to the commutation sensor magnetic part 
structure, which generates a signal in the form of a secondary voltage for monitoring and 
controlling the primary currents of reactive power sources PS and the processes occurring 
in the magnetic part of the commutation [6]. 
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In a graph model corresponding to the sensor magnetic part structure and reflecting the 
processes occurring in the magnetic variable part, KFμUp = ᴡ2 - Фμ- is the coefficient of the 
relationship between magnetic fluxes and Uoutput – is an output voltage, which is measured 
by the output voltage, which can take the values up to ᴡ2=1÷20 as needed [7,9-11]. 

 
Fig. 3. The process of converting multiphase primary currents to a secondary voltage and a model of 
the sensor conversion structure 

2.3 Analytical description of dynamics  

Investigation of the dynamic properties of the signal received from the sensitive element, 
taking into account the interaction of various characteristic quantities, requires the 
development of an improved mathematical apparatus due to the difficulties arising during 
the primary and secondary signal conversion by parts of the sensor, signal transmission 
elements. 

The analytical expression for the output voltage study takes into account the location of 
the current-carrying coils of multiphase primary currents in the sensor structure, the shape 
of the magnetic transducer and the type of sensitive part, the number of windings and the 
corresponding parameters, is formed as follows [5-12]: 

 
UEa (t)= -REсe1 IEa (t)-(LEсe1 dIEа (t))/dt+(W2 dФВ (t))/dt+(W3 dФС (t))/dt   (1) 
UEв (t)= -REсe1 IEв (t)-(LEсe2 dIEв (t))/dt+(Wсe2 dФА (t))/dt+(WE3 dФC (t))/dt   (2) 
UEс (t)= -REсe1 IEс (t)-(LEсe3 dIEС (t))/dt+(W1 dФА (t))/dt+(W3 dФВ (t))/dt)    (3) 

 
where REсe1, LEсe1, REсe1, LEсe2, Wсe2, WE3, REсe1, LEсe3 – are active resistance, inductance of the 
sensitive part, mutual inductance between the primary winding and the sensitive winding, 
W1, W2, W3 – define the number of the sensitive part windings, 
IEa, IEв, IEс – are the secondary output currents to sensitive parts. 
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If the inductance of electrical networks of reactive power sources PS be equal to : LEI = 
LEII = LEIII = 0 ; there is an increase in the initial value of multiphase currents in the 
networks, then the magnetic currents gradually reach a stable sinusoidal value in the 
switching part [3-6]. 

Installed rated reactive power of cosine capacitors can be widely used as reactive power 
sources PS, is QN KKU = 50 kVA. IEk A = IEk B = IEk C = 131 Ampere. 
Installed rated reactive power QN KKU = 50 kVA capacitor voltage UEkA = UEkB = UEkC = 380 
V, if the capacitors are connected in a triangular circuit, the currents entering the sensor 
flowing from the network will be IEk A = IEk B = IEk C = 76 А. In this case, the inductance of 
the network connected to the reactive power sources is LEI = LEII = LEIII = 10-3 H, capacity 
SEA = SEB = SEC = 10-7 F, impedance ZEA = ZEB = ZEC = 0,289 Ω. The maximum values of 
magnetic fluxes are determined as follows: 
 

Fmax А = Fmax В = Fmax С = Umax / (WIω) = 380 / (1·2·3,14·50) = 0, 70637 Wb.   (4) 
 

and Eag, Uаγ, Uвγ, Uсγ, Uа∆, Uв∆ and Uс∆ - are the secondary signal supply signal for 
monitoring and control of primary currents flowing from reactive power sources and PS 
networks. The dynamic characteristics of the sensor are investigated using the following 
analytical expression, generated based on the graph model shown in Figure 3. [6,7-12]: 
 

UAγ=KФμUе Пμ1 W(Fμ11,Fμ14 ) KIеF μ IAγ  sin(ωt)+IAm е^(- t/T)    (5) 
UBγ=KФμUе Пμ2 W(Fμ21,Fμ24 ) KIеF μ IBγ (sin ωt+1200)+IBm е^(- t/T)    (6) 
UCγ=KФμUе Пμ3 W(Fμ31,Fμ34 ) KIеF μ ICγ (sin ωt-1200)+ICm е^(- t/T)    (7) 

UA∆=KФμUе Пμ4 W(Fμ41,Fμ44 ) KIеF μ IA∆  sin(ωt)+IAm е^(- t/T)    (8) 
UB∆=KФμUе Пμ5 W(Fμ51,Fμ54 ) KIеF μ IB∆ (sin ωt+1200)+IBm е^(- t/T)    (9) 

UC∆=KФμUе Пμ6 W(Fμ61,Fμ64 ) KIеF μ IC∆ (sin ωt-1200)+ICm е^(- t/T)    (10) 
 

where: Пμj=(μ0 Fj)/δμj (j =1..6) defines a magnetic parameter of the variable part of the 
generated sensor Uoutput output output voltages (μ0- magnetic absorption of air gaps with 
sensing element, μ0=1,25 10-6 H/m); 

S – is the cross-sectional area of the magnetic circuit section on which the sensitive 
elements are installed, for example ахb = 0,01·0,01 m2; 

δμ – is an air gap heights with sensing elements (m); 
 W(Fμij,Fμin )  is a transfer function of the magnetic switching part. 

3 Results and Discussion 

The primary input currents of dynamic changes occurring in the sensor, depending on the 
magnetic currents’ values and parameters and the output voltages they generate, are shown 
in the graphs of changes (Fig. 4) and (Fig. 5). 
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а)                                                                       b) 

Fig. 4 Dynamic characteristics of the sensor primary currents’ dependence on the output voltage 
(sources of PS reactive power are connected in a star model: а) at T = 0,02 b) at T = 0,04). 

 
а)                                                                  b) 

Fig. 5. Dynamic characteristics of the relationship between the primary currents and secondary 
voltages of the sensor (sources of reactive power PSS connected by a triangle: a) at T = 0,02 b) at T = 
0,04). 

Depending on the primary input currents, dynamic changes occurring in the sensor, the 
values and parameters of the magnetic currents and the output voltages that they generate, 
from the graphs of changes (Fig. 4) and (Fig. 5), it can be concluded, that the currents flow 
from the primary coils of reactive power sources. In case of 0.02 seconds, 0.008 - 0.012 
seconds after connecting to PS networks with RES, t = 0,04 seconds and 0,015 - 0,025 
seconds after connecting to the networks PS with RES, output voltage values are stabilized. 

4 Conclusion 

Analysis of devices and methods for regulating reactive power in PS with RES showed that 
research on the generation and management of reactive power is necessary to ensure an 
uninterrupted and high-quality supply of electricity to consumers. 
The features of sensor signals for monitoring and control of reactive power sources in PS 
RES, which are an important tool for ensuring mutual power synchronization, are based on 
ensuring sufficient reactive power generation for PS voltage regulation. It has been found 
that this gives an opportunity for uninterrupted connection of energy and power to PS with 
RES. 

Analysis of signal conversion processes occurring in electromagnetic sensors and 
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structural foundations of sensor elements for multiphase current control PS RES and 
control of reactive power sources has shown that they meet basic requirements such as the 
conversion of multiphase primary currents into a secondary voltage signal and speed. 

The magnetic currents generated by PS power supplies and generated by the currents 
IAγ, IВγ, IСγ, IA∆, IВ∆ and IС∆, flowing through electrical networks are the primary currents in 
magnetic circuits Fμ - m.yu.k. A graph model to study the conversion processes into 
secondary output voltages Uoutput has been created. 

When studying dynamic changes occurring in an electromagnetic sensor, depending on 
the magnitude of input currents, magnetic fluxes and output voltages, the inertia of the 
loads is T = 0,02 s, when the sensor is connected to the network at the time 0,008–0,012 s. 
As a result of the observations, it was found that it reaches its steady state in the time 
interval 0.015 - 0.025 s at t = 0,04 s, moreover, these indicators prove that the sensor is 
capable of generating a secondary signal at high speed. 
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